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“It’s hard to imagine things will change.”  Netflix and Freeport. 
  

“It’s hard to imagine things will change.”  That statement is an eternal truth about the investment 
world, and every other world.  It’s a truth because it’s about us, as normal human beings.  We have great 
strengths, and sometimes serious weaknesses.  Both the strengths and the weaknesses explain a great 
deal about the investment world, which is mostly lost in the fog of high-sounding analysis issued every 
day by the crowds of experts who live in our world. 
  
“It’s hard to imagine things will change” . . . even though things do change all the time, year after year and 
decade after decade.  One of the “Celebrity Tech” companies, Netflix, reminded us of that truth today, 
when it issued its quarterly earnings.  Here is the picture. 

Netflix:  a dreaded “gap down” 

 
  

The red circle is a dreaded “gap down,” when a stock opens up a new day having lost an agonizing amount 
of value from day’s end, yesterday—and not the slightest chance for shareholders to get out ahead of 
time, holding their cash.   Now, suffering a “gap down” is no condemnation—it happens to the best of 
‘em, including every stock Outlook has ever owned, pretty much.  Speculators react to the impression 
created by today’s news, and if that impression is bad enough, look out below.  What’s interesting about 
Netflix’ gap down is what it reminds us about that eternal truth:  “It’s hard to imagine things will change.” 
  
Whether a company is roaring ahead and its stock is going up, up, up; or a company is fixing a real problem 
and its stock is going down, down, down (or having done that, is now going nowhere) . . . it’s hard to 
imagine things will change.  Netflix has been the young (and first) King of Streaming Video for a few years 
now, with a seemingly endless line of new subscribers always waiting at the door.  When that line just got 
longer and longer, quarter after quarter and year after year, it was hard to imagine it would ever vanish, 



or even dwindle to something less than a mile long.  When the Virus Shutdown brought even longer lines 
to the Netflix door, it was easy to imagine “long lines forever” . . . as easy as counting the population of 
the world, counting Netflix’ subscriber base, and thinking “Wow!” at all those customers waiting to sign 
up in the future.   (And, as always, a great deal of high-sounding expert analysis came down to that simple 
arithmetic, once we waved away the fog.) 
  
But this morning’s Earnings Report triggered that “gap down” not by revealing something terrible, but 
merely by admitting the likelihood that Netflix’ “Shutdown Surge” in customers was not only easing off, 
but had probably also signed up a big chunk of those future customers—so that future Earnings Reports 
might not roar quite as loudly as the market had come to admire, so much. 
  
None of that should be a big problem for any strong company . . . unless its stock valuation had been 
expecting good times and long lines forever.  Wall Street’s finest minds have been forecasting explosive 
earnings growth for the next 3 years, like this: 
  

2018:  $2.78 
2019:  $4.26 
2020:  $6.29 
2021:  $8.72 

2022:  $12.07 
  

One week ago, here’s how Netflix looked, with stodgy old Freeport-McMoRan thrown in for . . . later 
remarks. 
  

Netflix and Freeport:  March 20 (market bottom, roughly) to July 10 (one week ago) 

 
  



There was Netflix at $549/share one week ago, up 65% since the Shutdown Bottom.  At $549, Netflix 
traded at 63 times next year’s fancy earnings estimate, and at 46 times 2022’s fancy estimate.  Those are 
emphatically cheerful, optimistic valuations.  Such values can keep getting more cheerful for 
a long time.  That’s the nature of the market.  But they cannot stand up to worrisome news, or even less-
than-cheerful news.  That kind of news is precisely the “change” that we find so hard to imagine, when 
things have been going either wonderfully or terribly for a good while.  But the nature of Main Street—
the nature of the real business world—is that change always happens.  When things have been going 
badly, good people in strong companies endure, and fix the problems.  When things have been going 
swimmingly, a business bear shows up around the corner one day, and pounces—giving the “wonderful” 
company its chance to show what its people are really made of, after they’ve absorbed plenty of bites and 
bruises. 
  
That orange line is Outlook’s Freeport-McMoran—the Copper King.  Not much like Netflix, is it?  But 
strangely, since the Shutdown Bottom Freeport is up 135% as of July 10th . . . and 145% as of 
today.  Another emphatically cheerful valuation, waiting to be kicked in the shin by worrisome news?  
  
Not quite.  Freeport earned $1.79 in 2018, and lost 17 cents in 2019.  Both were bad years for copper, not 
good years.  For those who understand this company, it is beyond argument that Freeport will earn that 
$1.79 again, with any modest improvement in the copper market; and it’s highly likely Freeport will earn 
more like $2/share to $3/share, within the next 3 to 5 years.  If those cautious forecasts for future earnings 
turn out to be true, Freeport is valued at 4 to 7 times such “normal” earnings, today. 
  
Hmm.  4 to 7 times earnings (Freeport) . . . or 46 to 63 times earnings (Netflix.)  Netflix, as we’ve just seen, 
has been poised and waiting for that bear to pounce, because it’s been priced for perfection.  But Freeport 
has been clawing its way out of the bear’s cage, bloody but unbowed, and has been poised for nothing 
except the positive change we always struggle to imagine.  It’s behavior since March shows us what it’s 
capable of doing when that change becomes obvious, doesn’t it? 
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The remarks above aren’t a general recommendation to buy or sell particular securities.  Such decisions should 
only be made in the context of an investor’s own circumstances.  Stocks and bonds carry the risk of loss.  
 


